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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF VARIATIONS IN COGNITIVE LOAD AND DRIVING

SPEED IN TRAFFIC AND IN DRIVING SIMULATION.

Lisbeth Harms,

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, VTI

1 . INTRODUCTION

Assuming that variations in traffic environments would induce

measurable variations in drivers cognitive load the author

(Harms, 1986, and Harms, 1989) used a dual-task method for

investigating drivers cognitive load in real traffic.

Measurements of drivers cognitive load were undertaken on a

number of preselected driving routes including either a village

area or a rural junction. Subjects participating in the driving

experiments were instructed to drive as they would usually do

and to respond to verbally presented calculation tasks at their

own pace. Drivers mean reaction time to the calculation task

was higher in the complex traffic environments of village areas

and rural junctions than it was at the less complex highway

sections of the driving routes, suggesting that the demands on

drivers processing resources increased with increasing

complexity of the driving task.

The drivers speed variations were inversely related to the

variations in cognitive load. In complex driving environments

drivers reduced their driving speed but the speed reductions did

not prevent an increase in the drivers cognitive load.

The results of the field studies suggested that the drivers

responded to increased demands of the driving task both by

reducing their driving speed and by increasing the amount of

resources invested in the driving task. Both these responses may

be useful in preventing a deterioration in task performance

caused by increasing task demands.

However, the field studies provided no proper measure of the

drivers task performance. An indirect indication of performance

was provided by the number of reported accidents in successive

100-metres intervals of the village areas. A high number of

accidents were reported in intervals with high cognitive load,

whereas this was not the case for intervals with high driving

speed.

The present study was undertaken in the VTI driving simulator



(see Nordmark et.al 1985). It aimed at investigating variations

in subjects task performance, cognitive load and driving speed

in response to controlled variations of the task demands.

2. METHOD

2.1. Simulated driving tasks. Subjects were presented with 2

tasks, a color-task and a name task. Both tasks varied in 2

levels of difficulty. Subjects' were presented with the 4 task

combinations in balanced order. Color stimuli were presented one

by one at 1 out of 6 possible positions near the road-edge. Name

stimuli were presented within a frame in the upper right part of

the visual field.

2.1.1. Color-task: Variations in difficulty of the color-task

were based on variations in discriminability between target-

color and distractor-color. Two colors were used for distrac-

tors, one more and one less similar to the target-color.

Subjects were required to move their foot from the gas pedal to

the brake pedal whenever a spot in the target-color was presen-

ted. The color-task followed a consistent practice procedure

(Schneider & Shiffrin 1977). The target-color was the same

across subsequent trials of the experiment only the discrimi-

nability between the target-color and the distractor-color

varied.

2.1.2. Name-task: Variations in difficulty of the name-task was

based on variations of task-load. The number of target names was

1 in the easy name task and 2 in the difficult name task, the

number of simultaneously presented names were 2 and 4 respec-

tively. Subjects were required to turn on the signal light

whenever a target-name was presented. The name-task used a

varied practice procedure. Target name(s) was exchanged before

each new trial and previous target names were replaced among

distractor names.

2.2. Procedure. Each new trial was initiated by a 20 seconds

stationary presentation of the target and distractor color and

the target name(s) for the next experimental trial. The task

presentation was followed by a 2 kilometres sequence of free

driving preceding a 10 kilometres sequence with the actual

combination of the driving tasks (see figure 1).

Insert figure 1 here



Within an experimental trial subjects' were presented with a

random sequence of stimuli with an equal distribution of name

frames and color spots, targets and distractors. Each 250 metres

interval included one stimulus presentation. Stimuli were pre-

sented in 10 metres with a minimum separation of 50 metres.

2.3. Calculation task. The calculation task was identical to the

one used in the previous fields studies (Harms, 1986). The task

was to subtract the smaller from the greater digit in spoken two

digit numbers. The presentation of a new stimulus numbers fol-

lowed the spoken response to the previous one by approximatedly

0.40 seconds.

2.4. Subjects and instruction: Four students with moderate

driving experience and without driving simulator experience

participated in the experiment. They were instructed to drive as

they would usually do on a real road, to be careful in respon-

ding correctly to the visual tasks and to respond to the cal-

culation task at their own pace. Subjects were trained in the

driving simulator before performing the experimental sessions.

3. RESULTS

All the subjects showed almost similar effects of variations in

task-load and discriminability. The present analysis was based

on group results for 4 subjects. Analysis of reaction times was

based on correct reactions only.

Variations in the task-load of the name-task influenced the

efficiency of drivers performance in responding to the task

(see Figure 2).

Insert figure 2 here

On the average the reaction time to the name task increased

from .73 seconds to 1.10 seconds with increasing task load. The

difference between mean reaction time to the easy and to the

difficult name-task was significant (t(6)= 4.41, p < .01). The

error rate increased from .02 to .22 as a function of increased

task-load (x2= 102.7, p < .000). The difference in mean reaction

time to the color-task as a function of discriminability between

target and distractor colors was ignorable (see Figure 2), the

mean reaction time increased from .85 seconds for the easy to



.86 seconds for the difficult condition. The error rate for both

conditions were .01.

The variations in driving speed reflected the variations in

task-load and discriminability (see Figure 3).

Insert figure 3 here

On the average driving speed decreased from 99.8 km/h to 64.5

km/h with increasing task load of the name-task. Variation of

discriminability did not influence the speed. The mean speed was

82.1 km/h for the easy color task and 82.2 for the difficult

color-task.

Driving speed was subjected to a two way repeated-measure ANOVA

(Keppel, 1982) with 4 subjects, 2 levels of task-load, 2 levels

of discriminability. Only the effect of task load was signi

ficant (F(1)= 25.21, p ( .OOl).

Drivers cognitive load as measured by the reaction time to the

calculation task increased from .69 seconds to .75 seconds as a

function of increased name task-load and from .72 seconds to .73

seconds for reduced discriminability between target and distrac-

tor colors (see Figure 3). Reaction times to the calculation

task showed significant effect of subjects (F(3)= 313.92, p (

.0001) and marginal effects of task load (F(1)= 4.81, p ( .06)

by the same ANOVA as the one used above.

4. DISCUSSION

The actual manipulations of discriminability of the color-task

did neither influence subjects' task performance nor their

overall performance. Task reaction times and error rates, speed

and cognitive load were essentially uninfluenced by the

variations of discriminability. Both the consistent practice

procedure used for the task and a sufficient color difference

between the target and the two distractor colors may have

contributed to this result.

Variations of task-load for the name task influenced performance

thoroughly. The increased task load increased both subjects'

task reaction times and their error rate, furthermore increased

task-load caused considerable reductions of driving speed and a

minor increase in subjects' cognitive load.

While the influence of task-load on driving speed is suggestive



the importance of the speed reductions to task performance is

ambiguous. By reducing the driving speed the subjects may have

gained time to process the increased number of names. The fact

that subjects error rates increased as a function of task-load

suggested that the time gain was not sufficient to prevent

subjects responses from being more erroneous under high

task-load than under low task load. The net effect of subjects

spontaneous speed reductions was probably a minor degradation in

task performance, than would have been the case if the speed had

not been reduced. Actually, subjects task performance in the

simulator experiment were better with lower task-load than with

higher task load although the subjects reduced their speed con

siderably in response to the increased task-load.

The finding that the subjects spontaneous speed reductions did

not prevent a deterioration in task performance as a function of

high task-load in the simulator study is suggestive. However,

the importance of this finding to driving in traffic can be

questioned. In real traffic the driving task requires few overt

responses. The use of a driving simulator made it possible to

require subjects to produce overt response to systematically

varied tasks. Both the tasks, the task variations and the

responses required from the subjects in the simulator were

artificial and thereby their relevance to real traffic may be

questioned.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Comparing the general pattern of results from the field studies

with the general pattern of the simultor study similarities as

well as differences may be noticed.

Increased complexity of the traffic environments in real traffic

caused the drivers to reduce their driving speed, a similar

effect was found for increased task load in the simulator study.

In real traffic variations in complexity were associated with

variations in the drivers cognitive load. In the simulator

study increased task-load caused a minor, marginally significant

increase in subjects cognitive load. Compared to the variations

of task complexity in real traffic the variations in tasks and

in task-load used for the present simulator study was indeed

very restricted.

The main difference between the field studies and the present



simulator study is the measure of task performance.

The field studies provided no direct measure of the drivers'

performance in selecting and responding to relevant aspects of

the driving task. The finding that the number of reported

accidents in 100-metres intervals of the driving routes could be

related to high cognitive load but not to high driving speed

might suggest that task complexity was an important factor in

safe driving performance whereas the drivers' spontaneous speed

variations were not.

The simulator study showed that subjects' spontaneous reductions

of driving speed in response to increased task-load did not

prevent a decrease in their task performance. Subjects actually

performed better in responding to tasks with low task-load than

with high task-load, although they reduced their driving speed

considerably under high task-load.
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F IGURE CAPTURES

FIGURE 1. The experimental procedure used for each of the 4 task

combinations. The positions of stimulus presentations were equal

for all task combinations, but frame-size varied with the number

of simultaneously presented names in the frame.

FIGURE 2. Mean Reaction time and error rate for variations of

the name task and the color task. An E indicates the easy

condition a D the difficult condition of each of the two tasks.

Figure 2 shows group results of 4 subjects.

FIGURE 3. Mean driving speed and mean reaction time to the

calculation task for variations of the name task and the color

task. An E indicates the easy condition a D the difficult

condition of each of the two tasks. Figure 3 shows group results

of 4 subjects.
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